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Party Faithful
Live music is the heartbeat of any party - it sets the rhythm of the evening and the flow of
conversation, creates memories out of great songs, and jump starts the celebration with ecstatic
dancing. Well-known in Chicago and beyond for its infectious grooves and distinctive performances,
the Party Faithful is a 10-to 12-piece ensemble built to exceed even these high expectations. Since
its inception in 2006, the band has garnered rave reviews for its fresh and energetic style, world-class
musicianship, impressive versatility, and high quality customer service.
Playing all types of events, the Party Faithful features three
versatile and dynamic vocalists and is propelled by two
sizzling horns, an unstoppable rhythm section made up
of guitar, keys, bass, and drums, and a distinctive electric
violin. In addition to the traditional add-ons for a band of
this class (horns/vocalists), this band is ahead of the curve
in offering a DJ as an additional instrument, bringing
electronic beats and percussion, samples, and authentic
scratching to current and classic songs, alike. Together, this
all-star ensemble rides a tidal wave of rock and rhythm,
creates a dazzling stage show in the process, and entices
each audience with a musical energy unique to Great Life
Music productions.

Customization is a cornerstone of every Party Faithful
performance, and bandleaders Colby Beserra and Brian
Schwab, work closely with each client to create a unique
song list and performance concept that results in a oneof-a-kind show that keeps the dance floor full. The Party
Faithful has performed in major cities across the country
and is quickly gaining a national reputation as a top
Chicago band in a city known around the world as home to
some of the best musicians and live music, anywhere. Plan
your one-of-a-kind event with the Party Faithful.
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